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Pacific Gas and Electric Company 77 Beafe Street

San Francisco, CA 94106

415/972 7000
TWX910 372 6587

James D. Shiffer
Vice President
Nuclear Power Generation

January 23, 1990

PGhE Letter No. DCL-90-021

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Long Term Seismic Program — Probabi listic Risk Assessment

Gentlemen:

On October 4, 1989, the NRC Staff issued a letter regarding review
of the Diablo Canyon Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP). In that
.letter, the Staff identified several questions related to the
Probabi listi c Risk Assessment (PRA) performed as part of the LTSP.
Specifically, Section 3.0 of Enclosure 1 of the October 4 letter
identified several questions on the diesel generator and diesel fuel
transfer systems, and Enclosure 3 of that letter identified two
questions on the fire analysis of the PRA. PGhE's responses to
these questions are provided in Enclosures 1 and 2, respectively.
Additionally, Enclosure 3 provides clarifying information on the PRA
seismic uncertainty analysis as requested verbally by the Staff.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of
this letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,

J. D. Shiffer

cc: H. Bohn, Sandia
A. Buslik
N. Chokshi
R. Fitzpatrick, BNL
A. P. Hodgdon
J. B. Hartin
H. H. Hendonca
P. P. Narbut
H. Rood
CPUC
Diablo Distribution (w/o Encs.)

Enclosures
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PGhE etter No. DCL-90-021

ENCLOSURE 1

PGE(E'S RESPONSES TO NRC STAFF QUESTIONS ON PRA

DIESEL GENERATOR AND DIESEL FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEMS
IN BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

LETTER REPORT-07/REV. 1

"A REVIEH OF SYSTEH ANALYSIS IN THE DCPRA:
DIESEL GENERATOR AND DIESEL FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEHS"

JANUARY 1990
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1.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The following section provides PGLE's responses to Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) Letter Report-07/Rev. 1 on the Diesel Generator and Diesel
Fuel Oil Transfer Systems as modeled in the Diablo Canyon PRA. The BNL
comments are from Section 3.3 of the referenced report.

2.0 RESPONSES TO COHHENTS

The system modelling of the DGs in the DCPRA represents an
elaborate sequential unavailability analysis of a "five
train" system, where one train (the swing diesel) is
playing a special role. There is no question that the
approach used is mathematically appealing because it uses
the symmetry aspects of the diesel configuration and
renders the results of the analysis very suitable for
integration into the DCPRA. The complexity of the
calculation, however, for casual readers is difficult and
for eventual uses (e.g., change of AOT) is rather
cumbersome.

P N

To accurately account for the impact of AC power failures on the various
accident mitigation equipment using the linked event tree approach, emergency
power supplies to the vital buses must be modelled as separate top events. The
fault tree models developed for the unavai labi lities of one, two, three, four,
and five di esels are simple and straight forward. To yield correct sequence
frequencies in the event tree quantification, it is necessary to algebraically
convert these single and multiple train unavailabilities into the conditional
split fractions. This last step is the most complicated part of the system
modelling of the diesel generators. The algebraic equations derived for the
conditional split fractions are written in terms of the single or multiple
train unavailabi lities. For future uses of the DCPRA, these algebraic
equations will not need to be changed. However, if necessary, the fault trees
developed for the single or multiple train unavai labilities can be easily
revised.

In contrast with the systems modelling, the unavailability
modelling of the individual diesels (the fault tree
modelling) was kept simplistic by using the standard
"diesel fails to start and run" failure modes. The diesel
starting air system (i.e., air compressors, receivers,
etc.) were not modelled separately because they were
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considered to be included as part of the diesel start
failure data. An attempt was made to display some
components of the diesel subsystems in the model. This
effort, however, tended to be inconsistent in that only
some support fai lures were modelled and inconsequential in
that the modelled failures were of such low probability.
For example, each supercomponent "2A" and "2B" contains the
failure rates: "DG Air Receiver - Rupture During
Operation: ZTTKlB 2.66-8/hr," "Air Check Valve - Transfer
Closed During Operat1on: ZTVCOP 1.04-8/hr," etc. The
failure contribution of the turbocharger, however, with an
estimated failure probab111ty of 2.73-4/d was neglected.

Another Example: while the diesel supercomponent
boundaries 1ndicate several subsystems as part of the
supercomponents (see Figures 2.6, 2.8, and 2.9 [of BNL
Letter Report-07/Rev.11), one cannot find any
representative component failure rate contributing to the
combined unavailability of those supercomponents. Such
subsystems are: the cooling, the lubrication and the
combustion air systems. Table 3.l [of BNL Letter
Report-07/Rev.l] shows that the cooling system is the
second largest contributor to the failure of the ALCO type
diesels.

N E M NT:

The diesel failure data ("fails to start and run" failure modes) developed in
the DCPRA include failures of most diesel subsystems and support equipment.
These subsystems and support equipment are the starting air system,
turbocharger a1r assist system, combustion air and exhaust system, engine fuel
oil system (except diesel fuel oil day tank), engine lube oil system, engine
jacket water cooling system, etc. In both the generic and the plant specific
data used to develop the DCPRA data base, failure events pertaining to the
above subsystems and equipment were combined to derive the frequencies of
"diesel failure to start and run" failure modes.

The level of detail of the diesel generator model is consistent with the data
included in the diesel generator failure rates. The fa1lure data for diesel
generator output breakers are, however, analyzed and modelled separately. In
addi t1on to the diesel output breakers, unique design features of the Diablo
Canyon diesel generator system which may 1mpact the reliab1lity of the diesel
generator system have also been analyzed and modelled separately. In this
regard, the diesel fuel oil transfer system was modeled explicitly. This
1ncluded the two redundant diesel fuel oil transfer trains, the five diesel
fuel oil day tanks (one for each diesel), and the two fuel oil level control
valves for each day tank (one from each fuel oil transfer train). To support
the cyclic operat1on of the air-operated level control valves, the air
receiver and components in the air flow path which supplies the mot1ve power
for each level control valve are also modelled separately.
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Although, as noted by BNL, some of the components modeled explicitly have
relatively low failure rates, 1t should be noted that many of the failure
rates are not inconsequential. The following are examples of this:

"D/G Output Breaker: ZTCBlC 1.6l E-3/demand"
"Fuel Oil LCV: ZTVAOD 6.22 E-4/demand"
"Level Switch for LCV: ZTSHLD 2.69 E-4/demand"
"Air Check Valve: ZTVCOD 1.70 E-4/demand"

M T

The following remark also has relevance in connect1on with
the AOT study and concerns the expected downtime
distribution of the diesel systems. The DCPRA models the
maintenance frequency and duration of the LCVs as separate
quantities from those of the diesels. If the day tank and
other fuel system components are included in the
maintenance data of the diesel, it is not clear why the LCV
is treated separately. Given that it is treated
separately, the mean and 95th percentile of the "effective"
downtime distribution of the diesel system would be
determined by the combination of the diesel and the LCV
maintenance duration distributions (the 95th percentile
value of the LCV maintenance durations is 51.3 hours).

PNE

The maintenance unavailabil1ties of the level control valves (LCVs) were
modelled as separate quantities from those of the diesels in DCPRA. This is
because there are two LCVs associated with each diesel. Loss of one LCV does
not necessarily render the corresponding diesel unavailable. However,
maintenance on a day tank, a diesel generator, or its associated components
will disable the affected diesel. This is the reason that the maintenance
unavailability of the LCVs is modelled separately from that of the di esels.It should be noted that a simplification of the diesel generator model was
made so that no credit for the redundant LCVs was given (i.e., it was assumed
that only one LCV 1s available for each diesel day tank). This means the
ma1ntenance unavailabilities of LCVs have the same 1mpact on the diesel
unavailability as the maintenance unavailability of other diesel components.
Nevertheless, the ma1ntenance unavailabil1ty of LCVs was still kept separate
from the diesel to allow for future enhancements of the DCPRA by modelling of
the redundant LCVs.

The DCPRA considers only unscheduled maintenances performed
on Unit 2 diesels as contribut1ng to the unava1labi lities
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of the associated top events, "2G" and "2H".
Unavai labi lities due to large overhauls lasting over a
protracted period of time performed when Unit 1 is
operating and Unit 2 is in refueling (or cold shutdown)
(say two times 10 to 16 days each) were not included in the
model.

The comment is correct that scheduled maintenance of Unit 2 diesels during
Unit 2 refueling (or cold shutdown) was not modelled in the DCPRA.
Consideration of this additional unavailability should have been included in
the diesel generator model. An evaluation of the impact of this omission has
been performed and the results indicate an increase of approximately 3.7'L in
the .total core damage frequency. This increase is based on one scheduled
maintenance, during the Unit 2 refueling outage, for each of the Unit 2 diesel
generators for a period of 10 days, and one scheduled maintenance for the
swing diesel generator for a period of 7 days. The methodology used to
evaluate the change in the core damage frequency is the same as that employed
in the report entitled: Diesel Generator Allowed Outage Time Study, May 1989;
Pacific Gas and Electric Company: Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323 (PGhE Letter
DCL-89-126).

It should be noted that the calculated increase is actually an overestimate
because many of the affected sequence frequencies could have been reduced by
electric power recovery. Electric power recovery for these sequences was not
originally credited because these sequences -were )udged to be less important
than some of the more dominant loss of offsite power sequences. However, when
the scheduled maintenance of the two Unit 2 diesels generators and the shared
diesel generator are included, then these sequences become more important. To
avoid confusion, it was decided not to apply electric power recovery factors
to these sequences at this time.

L MENT E

In Table 2.6 the PGKE total split fraction value, F05 seems
to be in variance with that obtained by BNL. The probable
cause of the discrepancy is that the human error
contribution was double counted in the DCPRA. The PGhE'alue is seemingly also in contradiction with the PG&E
seismic values given at the lowest three seismic levels in
Table 6-46 (p.6-182) of Reference l.

It is correct that the human error contribution was double counted in the
calculation of split fraction F05. As such, F05 is overestimated by 0.0224.

The point estimate of the human action failure frequency for ZHEF04 is 0.018.
This value was used in the calculation of the seismic split fractions at the
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three lowest seismic levels. It was also used to fit an uncerta1nty
distribution for this human action. The resultant mean value of the fitted
distribution 1s 0.0224, which 1s higher than the original point estimate of
0.018. It must be noted that th1s higher value is an artifact of, the
distribution fitting. Since the fitted distribution was used in the Honte
Carlo calculation of non-seismic split fraction F05, and since this split
fraction is largely dominated by the human error (due to the double counting),
the calculated non-se1smic value of F05 (0,0508) is higher than the seismic
value of F05 (0.0434). However, due to the double counting of human error
contribution, both the seism1c value and non-seismic value of F05 were
overestimated. The net effect of this is an overestimation of the core damage
frequency. Because split fraction F05 is only used in a low frequency
boundary condition, this overestimation should be 1nsignificant.

ENT

The detailed analysis of the Fuel Oil Transfer System (see
Figure D.2.1-3 Sheet 3 of 4 [of BNL Letter
Report-07/Rev.l]) contains the following item (Item No.
12): "In an emergency where it is necessary to get into the
fuel oil pump vault to manipulate valves, it may take
several hours to get security to open the vault." This
item renders questionable the est1mates of the human
factors (among others the value of ZHEF06 used in the
diesel analysis) considered for recovery of the Fuel 011
Transfer System and through it, the recovery of electrical
power.

PNET

The above statement should be revised to read "In an emergency where it is
necessary to get into the fuel oil pump vault, it may take several hours to
get security to l n

l ir v II

The recovery actions considered for the fuel oil transfer system included
manually aligning a portable fuel pump when both primary and backup fuel
transfer pump trains are unavailable and manipulating the LCVs 1n the diesel
generator room. The human action designated as ZHEF06 was defined to model
both of the preceding act1ons. however, ne1ther of these two actions require
personnel to get into the fuel oil pump vault. The LCVs can be manually
operated in the diesel room. To connect the portable fuel oil pump, the pump
vault hatch needs to be opened; however, the hose connection for the portable
pump can be made at the hatch opening without entering into the pump vault.
As such, the amount of time necessary to perform these recovery actions is
actually much less than several hours. The est1mate for ZHEF06 is therefore
appropriate.
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Among the DG failure LERs filed by the Diablo Canyon power
plant, there was one failure 1n the Fuel Oil Transfer
System which would affect all the DGs. This common cause
failure involved the degradation of the diesel oil in the
underground reserve tanks caused by fung1. According to
PG&E, the problem does not exist any more. However,
because of its peculiarity and importance it 1s quoted here:

LER 88-14. This report 1s being voluntarily
submitted for information purposes only as
described in Item 19 of Supplement No. l to
NUREG-1022. On Hay 4, l988, during performance of
surveillance test procedure (STP) H-96, "diesel
generator 24 hour load test," the diesel generator
(DG) l-l load decreased below the value specif1ed
in the STP acceptance criteria. An investigation
showed that a high differential pressure ex1sted
across the primary fuel oil filter. After
switching to the standby primary Fuel Oil Filter,
the load returned to the required value. An
1nvestigation determined that the DG day tank
contained a fungus and that the first primary
filter was clogged by fungus. The other DG day
tanks also contained a fungus and fungus spores
were found 1n the main storage tanks. The fuel
oil in the day tanks was diocided and filtered
until the fuel oil met the criteria of STP H-l08,
"diesel fuel oil analys1s," for particulate
contamination, flash point, API gravity and
viscosity. The day tanks were drained, inspected
and cleaned. The bottom of main storage tanks 0-1
and 0-2 were suctioned out and a b1ocide was
added. A biocide program will be developed and
1mplemented to inhibit the growth of fungus in 'the
DG fuel oil storage system. Also, a sampling and
inspection program for the DG day tanks will be
developed. Both will be incorporated into plant
procedures.

The system models developed for the fuel oil transfer system and the diesel
generator system include common cause failures which would incapacitate both
fuel oil transfer trains and all five diesel generators, respectively. The
coaxnon cause failure data contain events that have occurred 1n the 1ndustry
and which are applicable to Diablo Canyon. Therefore, any commn cause
failure events which may potentially affect all of the Diablo Canyon diesels
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have, in principle, been considered and modelled in DCPRA. The specific event
of fungus growth at Diablo Canyon was not included in the DCPRA common cause
failure data base because it occurred after the DCPRA technical work had been
completed. Furthermore, corrective actions have already been taken at Diablo
Canyon to prevent the recurrence of this event.

As described below, a biocide program has been developed and implemented to
inhibit the growth of fungus in the diesel generator fuel oil storage system.
In addition, a sampling and inspection program has been developed for the DG

day tanks. These programs are included in the Fuel Oil Surveillance Test
Procedures; Surveillance Test Procedure STP H-10B, Revision 6, "Diesel Fuel
Oil Analyses," requires a biocide to be added to any fuel oil shipment
received on site. Instructions for adding the biocide are contained in
Appendix I of the STP and in Operating Procedure OP J-6C:IV, Revision 3,
"Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer System-Receiving Fuel Oil." A biocide is added to
all new fuel received on site.

Fuel oil in the day tanks is sampled on a monthly basis, as specified in STP
M-10B. The sampling program checks for particulate contamination and for ASTH
color. In addition, Surveillance Procedure STP H-9A, Revision 15, "Diesel
Engine Generator Routine Surveillance Test," requires the day tank to be
checked for water whenever the period of diesel generator operation exceeds
one hour or at least every 31 days.

Since implementation of the biocide program and the'sampling program in the
day tanks, no growth of fungus in the diesel generator fuel oil storage system
has been detected.

M T H

It is not clear how the fire suppression (C02) system in
the DG rooms responds to various levels of seismic event.
The safety concern is that if an earthquake fails the
diesel units without causing fire, one or more DG rooms
might be flooded with C02, and therefore, rescue
personnel may not be able to recover the DGs within the
proper time intervals.

The only operator recovery action which would require entering the diesel
generator rooms after a seismic event and for which credit is given for
seismic events is the action to manually operate the diesel fuel oil LCVs. A
fragility value for the COg system was not evaluated in the PRA. If the
fire suppression system (C02) is assumed to fail and flood the diesel
generator rooms for earthquakes of all acceleration levels, and if the diesel
generator split fractions are re-evaluated without credit for manual operation
of the LCVs, then the increase in the total core damage frequency would be
approximately 0.9'i.
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As the piping for the COg system is not normally charged with C02, the
only method for inadvertent actuation during a seismic event would be due to
failure of the COp control system (by relay chatter',:for example). Should
this occur, the diesel generator rooms would still be accessible for recovery
actions as long as the diesel generator rooms roll-up fire doors remain open
(the west doors are normally open and the east doors are closed); these fire
doors are seismically qualified. Nith the doors open, the COp will
dissipate through the missile barriers and be exhausted out of the diesel
generator rooms by the radiator cooling fan. Therefore, an additional seismic
failure would have to occur (the seismically induced closure of the roll-up
fire doors) before the rooms should be considered inaccessible. In addition,
even if the COp system actuated and the fire doors closed, SCBA units are
available to pTant operators to access the rooms for emergency operations and
the diesel generator rooms could be ventilated by re-opening the fire doors.

Based on the above arguments and considering the low likelihood of the
occurrence of a seismically induced actuation of the COp system, the
calculated increase in the core damage frequency is very conservative. The
actual increase would be much less.
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PGh ex er No. DCL-90-021

ENCLOSURE 2

PG&E'S RESPONSES TO NRC STAFF QUESTIONS ON PRA
FIRE ANALYSIS

The following are PGhE's responses to the NRC questions (NRC letter dated
October 4, 1989, Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323) on the Fire Analysis of the
Diablo Canyon PRA.

IipgL3.: On page F.3-16 it is stated that, given that CCH ts lost
to the RCP bearings, it is conservatively estimated that severe
damage to the RCP pumps will occur if they are not stopped
within 20 minutes. On the other hand, the Seabrook PRA
indicates that (see p. 9.14-18 of the Seabrook PRA) loss of
bearing cooling would lead to rapid and severe damage to the RCP

seals, leading to a RCP seal LOCA, which would in turn lead to
failure of the HPI pumps when they are started in response to
the LOCA. In the Seabrook PRA, no credit was given for operator
action to stop the RCPs before RCP seal damage occurs, for
either control room fire sequences or cable spreading room fire
sequences, because of the short time available.

Justify the estimate that the RCP pumps can operate for twenty
minutes without suffering severe damage, given loss of bearing
cooling.

lhasa~
The 20 minute estimate for the period of time that the RCPs can operate
without CCH cooling was primarily used as input to the human actions
analysis. The Seabrook PRA used a very conservative assumption of immediate
RCP seal damage for this scenario; in reality, it is very likely that the RCPs
will continue to operate without seal damage for a period of time and,
therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume that the operators can trip the
RCPs before bearing damage and, consequently, seal damage occurs.

The CCH system provides cooling water to the RCP upper and lower bearing oil
coolers, RCP thermal barrier cooler, and the charging pump package coolers.
Hhen CCH is lost, and consequently RCP thermal barrier cooling is lost, RCP
seal cooling can be maintained by seal in]ection to the RCPs. Even without
cooling to the charging pump package cooler, the charging pumps will continue
to operate without damage for a considerable period of time (actual experience
data indicates well over one hour).

The Diablo Canyon RCP oil cooling loops for the upper and lower bearings are
equipped with reservoirs with oil volumes of 250 and 25 gallons,
respectively. Because of these sizable oil reservoirs, it was assumed that
the RCPs can continue running for 20 minutes before bearing failure and
subsequent seal damage occurs. Furthermore, after CCH is lost, various
indications and alarms regarding RCP cooling, oil temperature and other pump
parameters are available to the operators for problem identification.
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In the human action survey forms, four of the five DCPP operators surveyed
indicated that they would stop the RCPs, under the postulated scenario, within
one to five minutes. Only one of the operators believed that the completion
of this action would require longer than five minutes; this operator indicated
that the action would take between 5 and 15 minutes to complete. Based on this
operator feed back, it is believed that sufficient time is available for the
operator to stop the RCPs before damage of the seal assemblies.

A sensitivity analysis has been performed for operator action ZHEFll to
re-evaluate it with a shorter time period before the onset of seal damage. In
this case 10 minutes was chosen as the time of bearing failure; this was based
on discussions with Hestinghouse regarding the period of time before bearing
damage. Beyond 10 minutes, the condition of the bearings is unknown but not
necessarily degraded to the point of causing seal damage. By re-evaluating
the time dependent parameters in the human actions analysis, a new value for
the human error rate for ZHEF11 was determined; the change in the error rate
has a negligible impact on the frequency of this scenario.

~i~m : On p. F.3-14 of the PRA, it is stated that a conservative
assessment of the area fraction of the board VB-1 on which a
fire could affect both the ASH and CCH control circuits is one
third. Hhy could not a fire starting anywhere on the board VB-1
propagate to the locations of both the ASH and CCH circuits?
Are there any barriers to the propagation of the fire from
another portion of the board VB-1'?

Justify the factor of one third used for the area fraction.

For fire scenario VB-1, the control room fire frequency, fire geometric
factor, fire severity factor, and operator recovery factor were multiplied
together to obtain the scenario frequency. The control room fire frequency
covers fires of any level of severity. However, because the panels are
closed, have limited combustion air, and also have fire detectors, and the
control room is continuously manned, these fires will be noticed quickly and
can be controlled before they spread. It was therefore assumed in the DCPRA

that fires occurring on boards other than VB-1 have negligible likelihood of
damaging equipment on VB-1 (i.e., very low severity factor). Furthermore, it
was assumed that fires which occur on one edge of VB-1 would not be of
sufficient magnitude to damage equipment located on the opposite edge of VB-1
(where the ASH and CCH controls are located).

The DCPRA used a conservative approach by using a severity factor of 1.0 and a
fire frequency based on the effective area occupied by the controls of
concern. To evaluate the degree of conservatism, a more rigorous method which
considered the combined effect of the geometric factor and the severity factor
within a control board was used. This method integrates the fire frequency,
geometric factor, and severity factor over the area of the entire control
board. The results of this integration yielded an effective area much less
than 1/3 of the total area of VB-1. This confirms the statement that using
1/3 of the control board area (with a severity factor of 1.0) is indeed
conservative.
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PG& er No. DCL-90-201

ENCLOSURE 3

CLARIFYING INFORMATION ON PRA
SEISMIC UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

In the seismic uncertainty model, several constants were included which
represent non-seismic failures (ie., random hardware failures, maintenance,
.testing, etc.). These constants were calculated using the system split
fraction values from the first column of Table 6-46 of the Long Term Seismic
Program Final Report. The attached computer printout identifies how these
constants were calculated.

In the computer printout, the split fraction combinations are shown in column
D, these represent non-seismic failures which, when combined with a seismic
event and/or seismic failures, result in core damage. These combinations were
identified by reviewing the sei smic core damage sequences and identifying
those sequences which had significant non-seismic failure contributions. The
values in column B are the calculational results of the equations in column
D. In column H the sequence frequencies from column B are combined into
logical groups; there are four group types:

IE*( )
IE*46*( )
IE*46*PR*( )
IE*46*CCH*( )

where

IE - Seismic initiating event

46 — Offsite power fragility
PR - Seismically induced small LOCA (ie., block 7c of the seismic logic model)

CCH - Seismically induced failures which result in the failure of component
cooling water or auxiliary salt water systems (ie., block CCH/ASH of the
seismic logic model).

( ) - Non-seismic failures which, when combined with the associated seismic
event and seismic failures, result in core damage (i.e., blocks 11, 9b, 9g,
and 9f of the seismic logic model).
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C::RHODEL:S4BASE.PRN

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

SEISMIC
SEQ
1

3
7
29
39
78
59A
59B
63
64
66
86
88
89
98
99
121
139

CONSTANTS CALCULA

1.08006e-5
9.01612e-4
2.93487e-6
8.21558e-4
7.20304e-4
8.18032e-5
3.80047e-4
7.85222e-3
3.49490e-4
1.40506e-4
3.46389e-4
8.08620e-3
3.22792e-5
3.13281e-5

2.286e-4
1.90187e-4
3.89034e-3
9.15007e-5

TION, DICA
DESCRIPTION
(AFlZ*AG2Z*AH3Z)
(GFlz*GG2Z*GH3Z)
(DF1Z*DG2Z*DH4Z)
(GFlZ*GG2Z*TG3Z*ASFZ*SEFZ)
(GFlZ*GH2Z*AW4Z*OBFZ)
(GFlZ*GG2Z*GH3Z*AW4Z)
(GGlz*GH2Z*PRDZ)
(GGlz*GH2Z)
(GH1Z*TG2Z*SW11*AW4Z*OBFZ)
(GG1Z*TH2Z*F04Z*SEFZ)
(GHlZ*TH2Z*SW1Z*AW4Z)
(GFlZ*GG2Z*SEFZ)
(GGlz*F03Z)
(THlz*F03Z)
(F01Z)
(GFlz*GG2Z*ASBZ)
(GGlZ*TG2Z*SWlZ*SEFZ)
(GGlZ*TG2Z*SW1Z*ASBZ)

1

2
3
4
5
67'

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

TYPE
IE*( )
IE*46*( )
IE*46*PR*( )
IE*46*CCW*( )

SEIS4 INPUT VALUE
1.374e-5 83+B5
4.316e-3 B4+B6+B7+B8+B9+Bll+B12+B13+B15+B16+B17+B18+B20
7.852e-3 B10
1.198e-2 B14+B19
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